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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
In this study, lipophilic fluorescent dye DiD-labeled fetal hepatic progenitor cells (fHPCs) were transplanted into chronic liver disease (CLD) mice livers. The results showed that DiD labeling of cells enabled long-term and non-invasive tracking of transplanted cells in vivo up to 80 days. This manuscript provides a new method to understand the homing, distribution, and differentiation into the desired cell types contributing to the organ regeneration. However, there’re still two issues which should be addressed. 1. "DiD labeling" Section: Why did the authors choose 1 X 105 cells (100 µL) to inject? Did you try other dosages? 2. Why did you choose human fetal liver cells instead of animal cells? So, revision should be recommended for this manuscript.
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
Thank you very much for the opportunity to review this manuscript. In this manuscript, the authors evaluated DiD labeling of cells and found this staining could be enable long-term and non-invasive tracking of transplanted cells in vivo up to 80 days. DiD might be the promising staining and further evaluation is needed. The topic is interesting and the manuscript is well written. I have few comments as following; the author should discuss the novelty of DiD in liver transplanted cell more in introduction part. The full name of DiD and SCID should be added in the abstract part. The number/values at the figures are too small and it will be better to increase the font size.